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INTRODUCTION 
Let S denote an integral, separated, two-dimensional scheme of finite type 
over an algebraically closed field k (a surface over k). This paper is devoted 
to the calculation of the Brauer group B(S) of S in some special situations. 
In Section 1 the case where S is nonsingular is considered. Utilizing the 
results in Section 3 of [l] we derive two exact sequences relating B(S) and 
B(S - Y) for any closed curve Y on S. The first (Theorem l(a)) is a special 
case of Corollary 6.2 [ 13, III] and the second (Theorem l(b)) provides a 
counterexample to the general assertion in Corollary 6.2 [ 13, III]. A question 
of A. Grothendieck (p. 134 of [ 13, III]) is answered in Remark 3 where we 
give an example of a closed subscheme Y of codimension 1 on a regular 
scheme X of characteristic =O such that the pair (X, Y) fails to satisfy the 
“Theorem of Purity for the Brauer Group.” In Corollary 4 a special case of 
[ 13, III, 6.111 is verfied. A counterexample to the general assertion made in 
[ 13, III, 6.111 is provided in Remark 3. For completeness’ ake we provide a 
proof of the well-known fact that H’(S, G,) for i = 2, 3,4 are birational 
invariants between complete nonsingular surfaces [ 13, III, 7.21. Then we 
show H3(S, G,) = Horn@,(C), Q/Z), w ere h S is a complete nonsingular 
surface birationally equivalent o C x P’. In Corollary 8 we obtain an exact 
sequence describing the Brauer group of the function field of any complete 
nonsingular surface which can be viewed as a generalization to non-simply 
connected surfaces of the theorem in Section 3 of [ 11. Throughout Section 1 
if characteristic k = p > 0 then all calculations are only valid mod p-groups 
and all sequences are exact mod p-groups. 
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In Section 2 we discuss the behavior of the Brauer group under resolution 
of normal singularities on surfaces S defined over an algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic =0 in three situations. If S = Spec(R), where R is a 
normal two-dimensional graded k-algebra of finite type with R, = k and S 
has only rational singularities, then B(S) = 0. Let F be a homogeneous 
polynomial in k[x, y, z] and let R = k[x, y, z]/(F). If Proj(R) is a smooth 
curve in Pi then B(R) = 0. Note S = Spec(R) is the cone over Proj(R) and 
the singularity on S need not be rational. If S is a normal complex surface 
and if for each singular point p on S there is an analytic neighborhood N of 
p with the topological fundamental group of N - p finite then B(K/S) = 0, 
where K is the function field of S. Since a singular point which can be 
resolved by a single blowup has a finite cyclic fundamental group this 
answers a question raised in [4, 51. An application of some of our results is 
that B(R) = 0 whenever R is a normal afftne subring of C [x, y] such that 
C[x, JJ] is a finitely generated R-module. 
The contents of Section 1 amount to our attempt to reconcile [ 13, III, 
Section 61 and [ 1, Section 31. The standard facts and constructions from 
“Algebraic Geometry” which we use can be found in [ 141. All other unex- 
plained terminology is as in [ 131. In particular all cohomology is etale 
cohomology unless otherwise specified. 
1 
THEOREM 1 (Corollary 6.2 [ 13 III]). Let S be a nonsingular surface 
over an algebraically closed field k. Let Y be a closed curve on X. 
(a) If S is complete the following sequence is exact modulo p-groups 
where p = char(k): 
0 + B(S) + B(S - Y) -, I-I’(Y, Q/Z) + I-13(S, G,) -, H3(S - Y, G,). 
(b) If S is afine the following sequence is exact modulo p-groups 
where p = char(k): 
0 + B(S) + B(S - Y) + H’(Y, Q/Z) @ @-l)no(F)-no(y) 
-+ H3(S, G,) + H3(S - Y, G,) 
where n,,(Y) is the number of connected components of Y and Z,,(F) is the 
number of connected components of the desingularization F of Y. 
Proof Step 1: Compute H’(Y, Q/Z). Let Yi,..., Y,, be the normalizations 
of the irreducible components of Y and p the desingularization of Y, then 
Y = UY, (disjoint union). Let P = { p i ,..., pt} denote the singular set of Y and 
p = (41 T..., qm} the set of points on I’ lying over P. The following diagram is 
a Cartesian square with respect o the constant sheaf Q/Z (see [lo]). 
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Y-Y 
I [ 
P-P 
(1) 
All the maps in (1) are finite, so there is a long exact Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence associated to (1). After identifying the zero degree terms we have 
0 --i (Q/Z)“““’ & (Q/Z)“““’ @ (Q/Z)no(P) --f+ (Q/Z)no(P) 
~H~(Y,Q/z)~H~(~,Q/z)oH~(P,Q/Z)~H’(~,Q/Z)~... (2) 
where r&Q is the number of connected components of the scheme X. The 
map d is the diagonal map and e is the difference map. Both P and p are 
disjoint unions of spec k, and H’(spec k, Q/Z) = 0 since k is algebraically 
closed so H’(P, Q/Z) = H’(p, Q/Z) = 0. The image off in H’( Y, Q/Z) is 
divisible so 
where 
H’(Y, Q/Z)= (Q/Zy’O (0 H’(Yi, Q/Z)) (3) 
i 
j = %(n - bdn + %l(P> - dY)l. 
Step 2: Modification of the exact sequence of Artin-Mumford [ 11. 
Combining sequences 3.1 and 3.2 of [l] we obtain a commutative diagram 
with exact row and columns where the terms and maps are described below. 
0 
1 
H,(S - Y/S, G,,,) 
1 
O+B(S- Y)/B(S)4 @ H’(K(C), Q/Z)-‘, H3(Us-,/Us, G,)+ 0 
CEY 
c irr. C”T”e lb 
By P-I 
1s 
H4(X G,) 
1 
0 (4) 
The sequences 3.1 and 3.2 of [ 1 ] with notation taken from [ 1 ] are 
0 + B(S) + B(K(S)) -+ 0 H’(W), Q/Z) -, H3(G G,) -+ 0 (5) 
C irr. curve 
CSS 
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O+H3(S,G,)+H3(Us,G,)+ @pu,'-H4(S,G,)+0 
PES 
(6) 
and the corresponding sequences for S - Y are 
0 -+ B(S - Y) + B(K(S)) + @ H1(K(C),Q/Z)-,H3(U,-,,G,)-r0 
cirr. curve 
C5tY 
(7) 
0 -+ H3(S - Y, G,) -+ H3(Us-,, G,) -+ @ pup’ -+ H4(S - Y, G,) -, 0. (8) 
P 69 
Combining (5) and (7) with the natural vertical arrows we obtain the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0-b B(S - Y)/B(S) -+ @ H’(K(C), Q/Z> -+ H3(Us-,/Us, G,) -+ 0 
1 CEY 1 1 
0 + m(s))/(s) -, c$s H’WC), Q/Z)+ H3(Us, G,) -, 0 
1 1 1 
O-+ B(K(S))/B(S - Y) -+ @ H’(K(C), Q/Z) -+ H3(Us-,, G,) -, 0 
1 C!ZY 1 1 
0 0 0 (9) 
The group H3(Us-,/Us, G,) is defined by the diagram. If S is complete 
H4(S, G,) = ,u - ‘, otherwise H4(S, G,) = 0 [ 15, Corollary VI, 11.51. 
Combining (6) and (8) with the natural vertical arrows we obtain the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
o+ H3(S - Y/S, G,)+ H3(Us-,/Us, G,) -+ @ ,ulp’+H’(S, GA-t0 
PEY 
1 1 1 1 
O+ H3(S, G,) -+ ff3(Us, GA -, @ ,uup’+ H4(S, G,)+O 
PCS 
1 1 1 1 
O-1 H3(S - Y, G,) -+ H3(Us-,, G,) -, @ P;‘+ 0 
P@Y 
1 
0 (10) 
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The group H3(S - Y/S, G,) is defined by commutativity of the rest of the 
diagram, and (4) consists of the top rows of (9) and (10). The map (bt) is 
denoted r in [ 1 ] and is described carefully in [ 2 11. 
Step 3: There is a natural split exact sequence 
O-tOH’(Y,,Q/Z)~ker(bt)~C11-‘Y’~O (11) 
i 
where j = n,,(F) - [x0(p) + no(P) - X,,(Y)] if S is complete and where 
j = 7r,(F) - 7ro(P) if S is affine. 
To begin verifying step 3 note that H’(Y,, Q/Z) are divisible [9, Arcata, 
Corollaire III, 3.51 so exactness will imply splitting. As in [21] we identify 
the elements of H’(K(C), Q/Z) with Galois isomorphism classes of cyclic 
extensions L of K(C) = K(c), where C is the normalization of C. If q E c 
we let r,(L) be the canonical element of ,u-’ which “measures the 
ramification” of L at q. If p E C then s(L) is the element in p;i identified 
with the sum of the r,JL) for all q on C lying over p and b(L) = r(L) is the 
element of Gpesppl whose pth coordinate is r,(L). Then r is extended to 
0 fWW), Q/Z) in the obvious way. Let (L1,..., L,) E ker(r) with Li a 
cyclic extension of K( Yi). For each q E P - P” we have r,(L,) = 0 for all i. 
For each p E P we have 
(4 C qcjTrqtLi(q)) = O 
q lies over p 
where Yicqj is the component of y containing q. If S is affine then each Yi is 
affine and H4(S, G,) = 0. If S is complete then each Yi is complete, 
H4(S, G,) =,L-’ and s is the sum map. Since im r = ker s when S is 
complete we have for each Li E H’(K(Y,), Q/Z) 
(b) CqsYic+~q(Li)=O* 
Define w1 : ker(bt)+ @q,pp;l by yI(L, ,..., L,) = (..., rq(Li) ,...) q E Yi. 
Then the image of vi consists of all n,(p) tuples satisfying (a) (and (b) if 
S is comp_lete). Recal! the map e from (3). Write-e = e, - e,, where 
e, : (,u-‘)~O(~) -+@-‘)*o(~) and e2: (J-‘)“~(~’ + (L-‘)“~‘~’ are the natural 
maps. Equation (a) above implies each element in im(wi) is orthogonal to 
im(e,) and Eq. (b) above implies each element in im(w,) is orthogonal to 
im(e,) when S is complete. Now calculate the rank of w, when S is 
complete. Define a graph r associated to Y. The edges of r are the points in 
p; e, = qi (1 < i < m). The vertices of r are the points in P and the curves in 
P; v,=p 1,...,v/=p1; v1+1= Y1,..., q- v -Y,.IfqEpisanedgeandY,EI’ 
is a vertex then q is incident with Yi if q is a point of Yi. If p E P is a vertex 
then q is incident with p if q lies over p. It is easy to see that r is a simple 
graph with x0(Y) components. Orient r so that for each edge q E fj the 
positive end of q is the Yi E P containing q and the negative end is the p E P 
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over which q lies. The incidence matrix D of r is the (n,,(P) + z,(F)) x rc,(p) 
matrix (d,) whose elements are 
-1 if vi is the negative end of ej 
if vi is the positive end of ej 
otherwise. 
From [2, Proposition 4.31 the rank of D is ~~(0 + no(P) - no(Y). Now note 
that D is row equivalent o the coefficient matrix of the system of equations 
(a) and (b) so the dimension of im(w,) is the corank of D. Therefore 
(y - 1)7cou3 = im(e) @ im(wl). Define v/ to be v/, (modulo im(e)). It is clear 
that ker w = ker vi so (L i ,..., L,) E ker v if and only if each Li is unramilied 
at all points q E Fn Yi. That is, each Li E HL(Yi, Q/Z). Letting Q be the 
natural injection we have shown (11) is exact when S is complete. If S is 
afftne the elements in the image of v1 satisfy only (a) and im(w,) is 
orthogonal to im(e,). In this case (L-‘)~~(~) = im(e,) 0 im vi and the rank of 
im w1 is n,(p) - z,,(P). Define w to be w, (modulo im(e,)). Then 
ker w = ker v/, , so as above (11) is exact (for j = z,(p) - n,,(P)) when S is 
affine. 
Step 4: Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1. 
If S is complete then from Step 3 and Step 1 we have H’(Y, Q/Z) = 
ker(bt). Since B(S - Y)/B(S) = ker t we have B(S - Y)/B(S) c H’(Y, Q/Z). 
Since t is onto, t(ker bt) = ker b = H3(S - Y/S, G,). Thus the sequence 0+ 
B(S - Y)/B(S) + H’(Y, Q/Z) -+ H3(S - Y)/S, G,) -+ 0 is exact. Combining 
this sequence with the first column of (10) gives (a) of the theorem. If S is 
not complete then from Step 3 and Step 1 we have H’(Y, Q/Z) @ 
@-‘)“dY)-ffo(Y) = k er(bt) and proceeding as above gives (b) of the theorem. 
Remark 2. In [ 13, III, 6.21 it is asserted that the sequence in 
Theorem l(a) is exact for any closed subscheme Y of codimension = 1 on a 
regular excellent Noetherian scheme X of characteristic = 0. Letting X be the 
complex afftne plane and Y the union of the coordinate axes and applying 
Theorem l(b) gives a counterexample to this assetion. 
Remark 3. In [ 13, III, Section 61 a closed subscheme Y of a regular 
scheme X is said to satisfy the Theorem of Purity for the Brauer group if 
H(G,) = 0. A. Grothendieck asks [ 13, III, p. 1341 if there is any such pair 
(X, Y) for which _H(G,) # 0. In [ 13, III, Section 61 if Y has codimension 1 
the exact sequence 
0 -, H’(Y, Q/Z> -+ ff:(& G,> + ff’(& H:(G,)) (12) 
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is derived. The long exact sequence of cohomology with supports on Y [ 15, 
Proposition III, 1.251 for X a surface is 
-.. +B(X)+B(X- Y)+H;(X,G,)+H3(X,G,)+H3(X- Y,G,)+.--. 
(13) 
Let X be the complex affine plane and Y the union of the coordinate axes. 
Then H3(X, G,) = 0 [ 10, Lemma 3.41 and H’(Y, Q/Z) = 0 (see Step 1 of the 
Proof of Theorem 1). By Theorem l(b) we have B(X) = 0 and 
B(X - Y) = Q/Z so Z-Z:@, G,) = Q/Z and from (12) _Hi(G,) # 0. Note: this 
example also shows the assertions in [ 13, III, Theorem 6.1(d)] and [ 13, III, 
6.111 are not correct in the generality given. 
Our next result recovers [ 13, III, 6.111 in a special case. 
COROLLARY 4 [ 13, III, 6.111. Let S be a complete nonsingular surface 
over an algebraically closed field k and let Y be a closed curve on S, then 
H’(K Q/Z) 2 H:(S, G,) mod p-groups where p is the characteristic of k. 
ProoJ From (12) there is a monomorphism 0 + H’(Y, Q/Z) + 
Hi(S, G,). Combining this with (13) and Theorem 1 (a) gives the result. 
The following is well known, we give a proof for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 5 [13, III, 7.21. The groups H’(S, G,) for i = 2,3,4 are 
birational invariants (mod p-groups) between complete nonsingular surfaces 
over an algebraically closedfleld k (where p = characteristic k). 
Proof. Let S be a complete nonsingular surface and rt: S’ -+ S a 
monoidal transformation. It suffies to show H’(S, G,) = H’(S’, G,) for 
i = 2, 3,4 in this particular case [ 14, Theorem V, 5.51. Let p be the 
fundamental point and E the exceptional curve of rr: S - p z S’ -E. We 
have two long exact sequences of cohomology with supports. 
0 + B(S) -+ B(S - p, G,) -+ H;(S, G,) + H3(S, G,) --t H3(S - p, G,) 
+ H;(S, G,) + H4(S, G,) + H4(S - p, G,) + ... (14) 
0 -+ B(S’) + B(S’ - E) + H;(S’, G,) + H3(S’, G,) + H’(S’ -E, G,) 
+ H;(S’, G,) -+ H4(S’, G,) + H4(S’ -E, G,) + .a.. (15) 
For any regular surface X, H’(X, G,) is a torsion group for i > 3 [ 13, II, 
Proposition 1.41. Applying the sequence of cohomology associated to the 
Kummer sequence [9, Arcata II (2.5)] and taking limits one finds that 
H’(X, G,) = H’(X, p) for i > 3 and any regular surface X. Since S - p and 
S/---E are not complete H4(S - p, ,u) = H4(S’ - E, ,u) = 0 [15, 
Corollary VI, 11.51. Since S and S’ are complete H4(S, ,u) = H4(S’,p) =,t”-’ 
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[ 15, Corollary VI, 11.21. Since p and E are regular the pairs (S, p) and 
(S’, E) satisfy the Theorem of Purity for the Brauer group (this follows from 
[ 15, Theorem VI, 5.11) hence Hi(S, G,) = H’(p, Q/Z) and Hk(S, G,) = 
Hi@, Q/Z) = Hom(n,(E), Q/Z). However, etale cohomology at p is Galois 
cohomology hence H’(p, Q/Z) = 0 since k is algebraically closed. Also 
z,(E) is the algebraic fundamental group and E z P ’ is simply connected 
hence H’(E, Q/Z) = 0. Thus H’(S, G,) = H2(S’, G,). The higher-degree 
terms in (14) and (15) give the following commutative diagram. 
0 --t H3(S, G,) + H3(S -p, G,) -+ H;(S, G,) -, H4(& G,) + 0 
1 1 1 1 
0 -+ H3(S’, G,) -+ H3(S’ -E, G,) -+ H;(S’, G,) -+ H4(S’, G,) -, 0 
It is now easy to check that all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. 
In the next theorem we determine some cohomology groups in the etale 
topology of complete nonsingular surfaces S of Kodaira dimension -1 [ 14, 
p. 4211. There is a birational morphism from S to a ruled surface of the form 
C x Pi, where C is a complete nonsingular curve. 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a complete nonsingular surface of Kodaira 
dimension K(S) = -1 over a algebraically closed field of characteristic p, 
then module p-groups: 
(1) H2(S, G,) = 0, 
(2) H3(S, G,) s Hom(n,(C), Q/Z), 
(3) S is rational if and only if H3(S, G,) = 0. 
Proof: If S is any regular surface with function field K(S) and U is an 
open set on S then H2(S, G,) + H’(K(S), G,) is injective [ 13, II, 1.81 and 
factors through H’(U, G,) = B(U). In our situation S contains an open set 
U2: A’ x r where r is a regular affine curve. By [ 10,2.1] B(A’ x r) = 0 so 
H2(S, G,) = 0, providing (1). 
To see that (3) is a consequence of (2) observe that if S is rational then 
Cr P’ and r~i(P’) = 0. If S is not rational, then C is not rational and 
Homh(C), Q/Z) is nontrivial [ 13, Ex. IV, 4.81. 
It remains to prove (2). By Proposition 5 it suffices to prove the theorem 
for the case S = C x P’. In this case S contains an open subset UN A’ x r 
where Y = S - U is one copy of C and a finite number m of mutually 
disjoint copies of P’ all meeting the copy of C transversally. We apply (3) to 
calculate H’( Y, Q/Z). In our setting 
I q(~)I = 2m, I no(P) = m, I%vl= 13 In,(Q=m+ 1 
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and @H’(Y,,Q/Z)=H’(C, Q/Z). Therefore H’(Y, Q/Z) = H’(C, Q/Z) = 
Hom(rr,(C),Q/Z). Since B(U) = 0 and H3(U, G,) = 0 the result follows 
from Theorem l(a). 
Let X be a nonsingular surface over k, embedded as an opn subset of a 
complete surface S. Let Y = S - X and write Y = Y, U . +. VU,,, where the Vi 
are the connected components of Y. 
COROLLARY 7. Let X be a nonsingular surface over k. Embed X in a 
nonsingular surface S as above. Assume K(S) = -1 and let Yi be as above 
and C as in Corollary 6. Then module p-groups 
0 + B(X) + @ Hom(z,(Y,), Q/Z) + Hom(q(C), Q/Z) + H3(X, G,) 
is exact. Moreover tf X is aflne then H3(X, G,) = 0 and tf X is rational then 
Hom(z,(C), Q/Z) = 0. 
Proof This is immediate from Theorem 1 and Corollary 6. 
Now we provide a calculation of the Brauer group of the function field of 
any complete nonsingular surface. 
COROLLARY 8. Let S be a complete nonsingular surface over an 
algebraically closed field k. Then 
0 + B(S) -, B(K(S)) -, l& H’(Y, Q/Z) -, H3(S, G,) -, 0 
Y 
is exact (modulo p-groups) with natural maps where Y runs over the closed 
curves on S such that S - Y is afine and p is the characteristic of k. 
Proof If Y, is any closed curve on S there is a closed curve Y with 
Y, c Y and S - Y afftne. As we have seen, H3(S - Y, G,) = 0 if S - Y is 
afftne and B(K(S)) = $ry B(S - Y) so taking limits in Theorem 1 (a) gives 
Corollary 8. 
2 
Now we consider the Brauer groups of some normal surfaces over an 
algebraically closed field k. In this section the characteristic of k is always 
assumed to be zero. A normal surface over k has only finitely many singular 
points. First we consider the graded case. 
THEOREM 9. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero 
and A = O;“=, A, a normal two-dimensional graded k-algebra offinite type 
with A, = k. If the only singularities on Spec A are rational, then B(A) = 0. 
481/86/l-18 
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Proof. We show first that if B(A) =B(A[t]) by the natural map then 
B(A)rB(k) = 0 (this result was suggested by M. Ojanguren). Define 
#:A -A[t] using the grading on A by Cui+ Ca,t’. Then Q induces 
qh*:B(A)+B(A[t]). Define y/:A[t] +A by y(t) = 0. Then 
y/*:B(A[t])+B(A) is an isomorphism since it is the inverse of the natural 
map B(A) + B(A [t]). Also the correspondence t + 1 induces an isomorphism 
B(A [t]) -+ B(A) which is the inverse of #*. Therefore, $* and v* are inverses 
of one another so v/*4* = 1 B(A)’ However, I@: A + A, = k so 
iy’“(*:B(A)+B(k)=O is an isomorphism. Thus it suffices to show B(A) E 
B(A[t]). If A is a normal ring with discrete divisor class group (DCG) (i.e., 
Cl(A) z Cl(A [[t]]) then [ 121 B(A) g B(A[t]) by the natural map. Thus it 
suffices to show A has DCG. Since A is a normal two-dimensional ring, if p 
is a maximal ideal of A then ap is normal and Cl(Af’) = Cl(A,h) = Cl@,). 
Since the singularities on Spec A are rational, Cl@,) is finite for each 
maximal ideal p. From 17, Propositions 3 and 81 A has DCG and the 
theorem follows. 
Remark 10. Theorem 9 is valid with the hypothesis Spec A has only 
rational singularities replaced by A has DCG. From [7] and [8] we see that 
A has DCG if Cl(Ai) = Cl(Aih) is finitely generated for each maximal ideal 
P* 
EXAMPLE 11. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
zero. Let FE k[x, y, z] be a homogeneous polynomial. A = k[x, y, z]/(F) 
and Proj (A) a smooth integral curve Y 5 P*. We show B(A) = 0. Now A is 
the affrne coordinate ring of the cone X= Spec A over Y in A3. The ring A is 
a two-dimensional normal graded ring and has one singular point p at 
(0, 0,O). In general, the singularity of X is not rational. It follows from [6] 
that Cl(a,) = Cl(A,) @ V, where V is a finite-dimensional vector space over 
k. Therefore, Cl(A,)/Cl(A,) is torsion free. From [ 13, II, Section 1 ] the 
sequence 
o-, ClC&J 
c~(A+H*(X, GnJ-+B(W 
P 
is exact, where K is the function field of X. Moreover, the first map is an 
isomorphism mod torsion subgroups. Since B(A) is the torsion subgroup of 
H*(X, G,) we see that B(X) + B(K) is injective. Let 4: a+ X be the map 
obtained by blowing up (0, 0,O) in A3. It is an exercise [14, I, Ex. 5.71 to 
show 2 is regular and 4-‘(p) g Y. Since x is regular we have a 
commutative diagram 
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O-B(X)- B(K) 
B(X) 
0 
Therefore, B(X) c B(z). Now d contains an affine open set of the form 
A ’ x r, where r is a nonsingular curve. Moreover, B(A ’ x r) = 0 and the 
monomorphism B(z) + B(K) factors through B(A’ x r) so B(x) = 0 and 
thus B(X) = 0. 
Let X be a normal surface over the complex number field C. Following 
[3] a singular point x on X is said to be given by a group action if there is 
an isomorphism from the local ring @x,X of X at x into @A2.P (where 
p = (0,O) in A’) and a finite group G of automorphisms of @pA2,P so that 
@;Q = @x,,. It is shown in [3] that a singular point x on a surface X is 
given by a group action if and only if 7rzx,x is finite where nLx,x is the 
topological fundamental group of N - {x}, where N is a star-like open subset 
of X containing x and no other singular point on X. 
THEOREM 12. Let X be an aflne normal complex surface and assume 
n,,, is Jnite for each singular point x on X. If K is the function field of X 
then B(K/X) = 0. 
Proof. Let x i ,..., x, be the singular points on X and let Ri = @x,,, be the 
completion of the local ring Ri = @x,x,. Since (n,,,i] < co we can view Ri as 
the fixed subrmg of Si = 8A2*P under a “small” (see [3]) group G of 
automorphisms of Si. By [3, Satz 2.1 l] Cl(R_,) = G/[G, G]. There is always 
a monomorphism from Cl(R,) to Cl(R,). Since G is finite this 
monomorphism will be an isomorphism if Cl(Ri) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of G/[G, G]. Since Cl(Si) = { 1) we know Cl@,) is in the kernel of 
Cl@,) + Cl(si). Define a monomorphism from Cl(Ri) to H’(G, U(s^,)) in the 
following way. If Z is an ideal representing an element in Cl(Ri) then 
g,I = s,x for some x E si. So let f : G + U(s,) by xf(a) = a(x) for all 
0 E G. Now f(u) E U(s,) since 9,0(x) = a($,~) = a(,!?,I) = ,!?,x. It is routine 
to check that f represents an element in H’(G, U(s,)) and the correspondence 
Z--P f induces a monomorphism from Cl@,) to H’(G, U(si)). To compute 
H’(G, U(s,)) let M be the maximal ideal in ji. Then Si/M = C and the 
sequence 
l+ 1 +M+ U($)+ U(C)+ 1 
is split exact so H’(G, U($,)) E H’(G, U(C)) @ H’(G, 1 + M). Since G acts 
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trivially on U(C) we have H’(G, U(C)) z G/[G, G]. Now 1 + M/l + M* is a 
finite-dimensional vector space over C so H’(G, 1 + M/l + M2) = 1. By a 
finite induction, H’(G, 1 + M/l + Mk) = 1. Since gi is complete, 1 + M = 
@IJ ! +M/l +Mk so H’(G, 1 +M)= 1. Thus the natural map CI(R,)+ 
Cl(R,) is an isomorphism. From [ 13, II, Section l] we conclude the 
following: H2(Ri, G,) and H’(X, G,) are torsion, hence H*(X, G,) = B(X). 
If R- is the function field of X, then B(K/X) = Oi B(K/Ri) and B(K/Ri) = 
Cl(R,)/Cl(R,). This completes the proof. 
Remark 13. In [4] L. Childs calculated the kernel of the map 
B(FP,,,)+B(K) in several examples where Rx,, was the local ring of an 
isolated singular point x on a normal complex surface X and K was the 
quotient field of ex,,. In each of his examples the singularity could be 
resolved by a single blowup and Childs asked if this property of the 
singularity had any significance. In [ 161 D. Mumford calculated the 
fundamental group z~,~ of an isolated singular point x on a normal complex 
surface X in terms of generators and relations determined by the geometry of 
the exceptional line on a resolution of the singularity x. In particular, if x is 
resolved by a single blowup and the exceptional ine E over x has self- 
intersection number -I then nx,x is a cyclic group of order 1. Theorem 12 
implies the kernel of the map B(FP,,,) -+ B(K) is always trivial in this case. 
COROLLARY 14. Let R be a normal afJine subring of C[x, y] with 
C [x, y] finitely generated as an R-module, then R(R) = 0. 
ProoJ: Let X = Spec(R), then there is a finite surjective morphism 
A* s X. By the Fundamental Openness Principle [ 16, 3.10, p. 431 f is an 
open map in the analytic topology. Let x be an singular point on X, let 
p E f - ‘(x) and let U be a neighborhood of p such that x is the only singular 
point in f(U), and ?r,(U - { p}) is trivial. This can be done since X has only 
finitely many singular points, f is a finite map, and p E A’. Then f(U) = W 
is an open neighborhood of x and f ]a-,pt: U- {p} + W- {x) is a finite, 
possibly branched cover of smooth analytic surfaces. Since z,(U - (p}) = 0, 
it follows that rci( W - {x)) is finite. By Theorem 12 the map B(X) + B(K) is 
a monomorphism, where K is the function field of X. 
Let s be the singular set on X and let U= X- s. Since f is a finite 
morphism and s is finite, f-'(s) is finite. Therefore, A* - f-'(s) contains an 
op?n affrne subset U g r X A’, where r is an affine curve. Consider the map 
U-f(U). By [19, 1.81 or [20], R(f(U))<R(U)=-oo, where 
R(U) = logarithmic Kodaira dimension of U. Since U is connected at infinity, 
f(U) is connected at infinity. Applying [ 19, Theorem I] or [20] we see that 
f(U) is afftne ruled. That is, f(U) contains an open afftne subset of the form 
C x A’ for C a smooth curve. Since B(C x A’) = 0 and the natural 
monomorphism B(X) -+ B(K) factors through B(C x A ‘) we have B(X) = 0. 
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